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PROJECT UPDATES 

This section gives us the opportunity to let you know about where we are at with some of 

the Council’s key projects.  

 

NEW ZEALAND GLASSWORKS (NZG)  

New Zealand Glassworks (NZG) is a national centre for community glass that was established 

to enrich the arts and build on Whanganui’s existing reputation as a centre of glass art 

excellence. It offers a fully operational and high standard hot glass facility as well as a retail 

centre from which the public can both access and acquire glass works and the already 

established community of glass artists in Whanganui and beyond can access the facility. 

As a community based facility and gallery NZG promotes and fosters glass art from its 

Whanganui base to New Zealand and beyond. It offers a venue for artists to work, teach and 

promote their work. The facility is available for rental and the schedule is managed through a 

web based booking system.  

In association with UCOL, NZG provides the facility to be used by students of UCOL’s Bachelor 

of Design and Art, Graduate Diploma courses and Certificate of Art and Design programmes. 

The Glassworks opened at the end of September 2016 and became fully operational in 

February 2017. The facility and gallery operate seven days a week from 10am to 4:30 each 

day.  

The centre offers glass facilities to artists and the public, including but not limited to: 

• Hot glass 
• Warm and cold glass 
• Glass blowing workshops 
• Paperweight workshops  
• Fusing / casting workshops 
• Bead making workshops 
 
Glass art works are available for purchase in the gallery, which adjoins the workspace. NZG 

provides a contemporary gallery space at an international level, featuring some of New 

Zealand’s most respected and collected artists in this field. The gallery specialises in 

contemporary art glass, limited edition and collector pieces. The gallery is complemented by 

a comprehensive website which includes an online gallery, collectors Art Money page and a 

dedicated artists profile page. 

 

SARJEANT GALLERY REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT PROGRESS 



The Sarjeant Gallery Te Whare o Rehua Whanganui is severely earthquake-prone, rated at 5% 

of the New Building Standard (NBS). The level of risk to staff and visitors, and to the nationally-

significant art collection, left us with no option but to close the gallery and relocate the 

operation until the fundraising for the redevelopment is completed and construction starts. 

The project cost is expected to be $34.985 million in 2016 dollars.  Council has allocated a total 

of $5m towards the Gallery redevelopment with $4m of that provided in tranches during the 

2018-2028 10 Year Plan.  The remainder of funds have and will be obtained externally from 

central government, private funders, corporate sources and charitable trusts.  On the 31st 

October 2017 in order to fulfil government funding requirements and to ensure a timely start 

to the construction process, Council agreed to act as guarantors for the project with 

approximately $3.9m still to be raised.  This move is consistent with other similar capital 

projects undertaken by local authorities.  The Sarjeant Gallery Trust, with assistance from 

Council, will raise those remaining funds during the build period if not before, so that no 

underwriting will be needed.  In order to keep the $34.985m project within budget, Council 

also resolved to undertake a Guaranteed Maximum Price as its preferred procurement 

method.  This ensures that by the time tenders have been let, all parties will have established 

acceptable costs within the proposed building scope and no over runs will occur.  At the time 

of writing, the project team’s high-level estimated timeline will see construction work begin 

on site at Pukenamu Queens Park in mid to late 2019 after the detailed design and tendering 

process is complete.  Assuming this is the case, it is envisioned that the redeveloped building 

will be occupied by staff approximately 24 months later, with a possible reopening to the 

public in late 2021.  Exact milestone dates will be determined only once the detailed design is 

completed and a main contractor has been appointed. 

 

VELODROME 

Council is working with the Regional Velodrome Development Trust (the Trust) on the 

Velodrome Project. A Project Control Group (PCG) has been formed consisting of Council 

officers and members from the Trust. 

The PCG is overseeing the Developed Design stage. Until this work has been completed and a 

cost estimate has been defined, no further work will take place. Once an acceptable cost 

estimate has been defined, Council will consider the scope of a peer review for the proposed 

construction. 

 

WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT 

Our new Wastewater Treatment Plant will be fully constructed and operational in the 

2017/18 year. 

 




